302 Mount Charlie Road, Riddells Creek

302 Mount Charlie Road, Riddells Creek
Sold 18/10/2019 $1,185,000
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Ahead of its time when designed, the contemporary modern architecture of this ve bedroom
residence situated on 20 acres (approx.) of undulating and at pasture land, is brimming with
potential for you to take to the next level. A lifestyle property of grand proportions and an oasis of
quietude with stunning, long views to Melbourne, the residence has an exceptional oor plan and
light- lled spaces. There are ve bedrooms, the master with walk-in robe, ensuite and opening to a
private courtyard. The other four bedrooms, in a separate wing, all have built-in robes and built-in
desks. Also in this wing are the family bathroom and one of the two powder rooms. The substantial,
restful living room with wood heater and large picture windows has been created to enjoy the
panoramic views and peaceful paddocks, as do the dining area and separate family room with a
toasty solid fuel heater. The modern kitchen with big larder is more than functional, but may require
further updates. Across from the family room is the fabulous, indoor gas and solar heated pool and
spa, with child-proof, mechanically operated cover when not in use. Just think of the hours of fun this
will bring to your friends and family. A separate study can be found near the entrance to the
residence, as well as a much larger o ice or studio at the farthest end of the home - a great space to
greet clients or indulge in your favourite hobbies. The studio features electric under- oor heating
and outside access via sliding doors, or internally through the integrated double garage. There is
also a mud room; large laundry, linen store, as well as storage or workshop space o the garage.
Large water tanks; zoned gas hydronic heating, internet via NBN satellite, as well as good shedding,
including a massive two phase powered and concreted shed with mezzanine and other rooms, and
also two phase power to the main residence, complete the o ering. A private refuge and a home that
takes full advantage of relaxed and fun- lled living, ‘Wirra Meena’ easily accommodates a large
family with room to spare. An inspection will guarantee to reveal its true charm.
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